UAVS TO ASSESS THE EVOLUTION OF EMBRYO DUNES
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ABSTRACT:

The balance of a coastal environment is particularly complex: the continuous formation of dunes, their destruction as a result of violent storms, the growth of vegetation and the consequent growth of the dunes themselves are phenomena that significantly affect this balance. This work presents an approach to the long-term monitoring of a complex dune system by means of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs). Four different surveys were carried out between November 2015 and November 2016. Aerial photogrammetric data were acquired during flights by a DJI Phantom 2 and a DJI Phantom 3 with cameras in a nadiral arrangement. GNSS receivers in Network Real Time Kinematic (NRTK) mode were used to frame models in the European Terrestrial Reference System. Processing of the captured images consisted in reconstruction of a three-dimensional model using the principles of Structure from Motion (SfM). Particular care was necessary due to the vegetation: filtering of the dense cloud, mainly based on slope detection, was performed to minimize this issue. Final products of the SfM approach were represented by Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) of the sandy coastal environment. Each model was validated by comparison through specially surveyed points. Other analyses were also performed, such as cross sections and computing elevation variations over time. The use of digital photogrammetry by UAVs is particularly reliable: fast acquisition of the images, reconstruction of high-density point clouds, high resolution of final elevation models, as well as flexibility, low cost and accuracy comparable with other available techniques.

1. INTRODUCTION

Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) are a fundamental tool to detect the morphology of a system, especially when the shapes are very complex and change rapidly in both time and space. Many different techniques are now available for generating DEMs, with a wide range of spatial resolution.

In a discrete approach, an even larger number of points can be directly surveyed using GNSS by means of a fast Network Real Time Kinematic (NRTK) technique or a total station in order to manually map shapes: however, this method is very time consuming and cannot be applied to broad extensions. Other approaches, with more dense (and practically continuous) data, such as Terrestrial Laser Scanners (TLS), airborne LIDAR (Light Detection And Ranging) and aerial photogrammetry by Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), allow the mapping of wide areas with good accuracies.

In recent years, LIDAR has been the most commonly employed technique for the mapping of long coastline stretches. Although the raw data acquired by LIDAR have higher resolution, the data processing is generally set up to provide a resampled model with a ground sample distance of about 0.5 – 1 meters. However, for the currently available LIDAR data, the characteristics of the instruments used to acquire the raw data are not well known, nor are the processing procedures (filtering and georeferencing techniques) applied to the raw data to obtain the final products (clouds, DEMs). This type of approach is certainly very good for monitoring large areas, especially using helicopters to adjust the speed of flight. However, the sandy coastal environment evolves rapidly and is easily affected by many natural and human factors. For advanced studies in coastal geomorphology, a different method is needed, able to provide better spatial resolutions at a more reasonable cost.

The recent availability of increasingly lightweight and compact digital cameras, the continuous development of algorithms in computer vision and the use of even smaller UAVs has transformed classical aerial photogrammetry into new digital photogrammetry for a Structure from Motion (SfM) approach, providing excellent results in terms of spatial resolution at low cost (Westoby et al., 2012).

The SfM approach is an advanced computer vision method: since a complete and detailed explanation of SfM is beyond the scope of this paper, only information relevant to geomatics applications will be given. A general workflow is shown in Figure 1.

The SfM approach allows 3D geometry (the so-called structure) reconstruction from a set of 2D images of the scene (the so-called motion). The initial step is detection of the tie points, performed with image-matching algorithms that look for features between multiple images and also able to recognize the same feature at different image scales. No a priori assumption, such as a set of Ground Control Points (GCPs), is needed to reconstruct the geometry: in fact, classical collinearity equations can be solved in an arbitrary scale. In addition, SfM can estimate not only the camera extrinsics but also the intrinsics, allowing the use of uncalibrated cameras. The lens distortion is also taken into account...
and modeled in terms of both symmetric and asymmetric radial distortion. Once the 3D geometry is reconstructed, a dense point cloud can be obtained with specialized algorithms able to reconstruct depths: the dense cloud, containing up to ca. 80 million points, is the basis for any further processing.

To coreference the dense point cloud, a set of GCPs was surveyed by GNSS geodetic receivers through NRTK: accuracies achievable in this way are completely comparable with the SFM approach. To frame the model in the same reference system of Ground Control Points, a bundle adjustment procedure was adopted, within the same software used to perform the geometry reconstruction (Agisoft PhotoScan Professional). Bundle adjustment can consider nonlinearities, providing better results than with a simpler similarity transformation.

Structure from Motion by UAVs was adopted for all the above reasons, especially its versatility, low cost and significantly higher spatial resolution. There are few reports in the literature of applications similar to the one presented in this paper: one of the most recent can be found in (Gonçalves and Henriques, 2015) concerning a sandy coastal environment. Other authors tested the SFM approach with UAV (Mancini et al., 2013) or investigated the accuracy of georeferenced point clouds produced via multiview stereopsis from UAV imagery (Harwin and Lucieer, 2012) in analogue operative conditions.

An innovative aspect of the present study is repetition of the survey for the purpose of monitoring the study area in order to analyze and explain the dynamics of the geomorphological evolution of the beach and the complex dune system. The monitoring also considered the vegetation distribution, with an experimental integration of multispectral data collected via a low-cost sensor in addition to the RGB images.

2. THE CASE STUDY

Beaches often have a vegetated dune system that performs a multitude of functions valuable to the ecosystem: protection against

3. SURVEYING METHODOLOGY

Unmanned Aerial Vehicles were used to detect and reconstruct the morphology of the dune system, in particular as regards the embryo dunes characterized by small size and where LIDAR resolution (resampled at 0.5 – 1 m GSD) is unsuitable for this purpose (Casella et al., 2016). This choice was dictated by the great potential of the technique, including relatively fast acquisition of individual images, the possibility to obtain very high resolution orthophotos (Wulder et al., 2004) with a Ground Sample Distance of about 2 centimeters at a flight altitude of 40 meters, as well as the low cost.

Two different aircraft were used: a DJI Phantom 2 (for the first survey only) and a DJI Phantom 3 equipped respectively with the following cameras: Panasonic Lumix DMC-GM1 with a 16 megapixel RGB sensor and a DJI FC300X with a 12 megapixel RGB sensor. The second UAV was stably equipped with a low cost RGNIR sensor (Sentera Single) able to capture images in the near infrared wavelengths in a completely independent way with respect to the main camera (Fig. 3). Further information about this sensor will be given in section 4. The main reason why a DJI Phantom 2 was used for the initial survey while all the others were performed with a DJI Phantom 3 is that the latter was not...
available at the time of the first survey. It was also very interesting to test a UAV equipped also with a low-cost multispectral sensor instead of always using the same camera mounted on the DJI Phantom 2; indeed the SfM approach with bundle adjustment can model every kind of camera, with very good estimation of all intrinsic parameters and lens distortion, especially when there is a redundant set of images, thus minimizing the influence of the adopted camera on the final accuracy of each survey.

The main parameters set for flight plans were: flight altitude 40 meters, longitudinal overlapping of 80%, transverse overlapping of 60%, speed ca. 3 m/s, camera in a nadiral asset. The other camera settings were varied according to the real brightness at the time of each flight.

All the surveys were framed within the international reference system, in its ETRF 2000 (2008.0) realization, materialized in Italy by the National Dynamic Network (RDN). Targets used as Ground Control Points (Fig. 4), generally between 14 and 18, were distributed over the ground to almost completely enclose the surveyed area (Fig. 5). The targets, well visible in aerial images and with a clear and unmistakable position of their centers, were surveyed with GNSS geodetic receivers in Network Real Time Kinematic (NRTK) mode. The accuracy achievable with a kinematic “stop and go” technique, with corrections transmitted in real time from a network of permanent stations (the ItalPoS service was used for this purpose), is sufficient and completely compatible with the precision of a 3D model generated by aerial photogrammetry with a Structure from Motion approach. The need for post-processing to calculate the coordinates of the targets is also eliminated in this way. The ITALGEO05 geoidal separation model was used to convert ellipsoidal heights to orthometric elevations.

Furthermore, the necessity to number each GCP to recognize it in the aerial images was successfully overcome thanks to the GPS EXIF metadata in the images acquired with the DJI Phantom 3 native camera: in fact, relative distances from one target to the others are an order of magnitude higher than the error of the aircraft on-board single frequency GPS, so the raw alignment performed using the camera positions is sufficiently precise to establish the most suitable coordinates to apply for each GCP.

The target detection on each image was done manually: this type of operation is not particularly complex because the software helps to locate the targets, even though it is crucial to take into account that raw camera positions used for the first alignment are in the WGS84 geographical coordinate system (EPSG: 4326), while the Ground Control Point coordinates, surveyed in the ETRF2000 (2008.0), should be represented in a cartographic UTM projection (more precisely in zone 33) of the European Terrestrial Reference System (EPSG: 25833).
In a further alignment using the GCPs, the camera positions were ignored due to their poor accuracy, and they were assigned a very low weight or even directly deleted; optimization for reprojection was performed after the final alignment in order to best fit the intrinsic parameters of the camera and to ensure the maximum possible accuracy of the 3D model (Fig. 6). A summary of residuals is shown in Table 7.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Residuals</th>
<th>Survey Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nov.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Est</td>
<td>RMSE [m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min [m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max [m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>RMSE [m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min [m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max [m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Up</td>
<td>RMSE [m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min [m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max [m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3D</td>
<td>RMSE [m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min [m]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Max [m]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7. Summary of the residuals

Once the geometry was reconstructed, a dense cloud was created with robust algorithms of densification implemented in the Agisoft PhotoScan software. However, this dense cloud contains points belonging to the vegetation that are not helpful to describe and analyze morphological changes over time. To exclude these points in further processing (including creation of Digital Elevation Models) a filter based on slope detection, already available within Agisoft PhotoScan, was applied. This filter (Agisoft, 2015) works through two steps: in the first one, the entire dense cloud is divided into several square cells of a specified size (5 meters × 5 meters is the value adopted in this work) and the lowest point of each cell is assumed to belong to the ground. A first raw model of the ground itself is created in this way. In the second step, all other points are classified by analyzing both their distance and slope from the ground-classified points. Threshold values for distances and slopes must be specified: in this work the adopted values were 0.15 meters and 15°. The final dense cloud of ground-classified points is shown in Figure 8, where brown areas represent points classified as effective ground.

Before proceeding with the creation of a Digital Elevation Model of the sandy terrain, a further statistical outlier filter was applied to the dense cloud (in the CloudCompare software) in order to remove residual points. Figure 9 shows the effect of this kind of filter: on the left (Fig. 9a) a raw dense point cloud zoom, on the right (Fig. 9b) the same area after the application of a statistical outliers removal filter. Values for parameters to set in such a filter should be carefully assumed each time in order to maximize the filtering effect.

Finally, a set of specially surveyed (by NRTK) points was added to the dense cloud to integrate zones where vegetation was removed. The entire process described above, with issues and adopted solutions, is summarized in Figure 10, which shows a raw dense cloud profile schematization (Fig. 10a), application of the slope detection algorithm for the ground points classification (Fig. 10b) and the final integration with specially surveyed GNSS points to reconstruct a more faithful profile of the dense cloud (Fig. 10c). Examples of botanical species found in the dune system are *Ammophila arenaria* (Fig. 10d) and *Echinophora spinosa* (Fig. 10e). The Digital Elevation Model was created by rasterization of the dense cloud, since the density of points was so high (up to 80 million points) as to make it unnecessary to create a Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN) as intermediate step.

For each survey, its own elevation model was preventively checked (Hugenholtz et al., 2013) by comparison with another set of points, completely independent of the points used for the integration process described above. In this way, the presence of systematic errors was investigated, and particular care was adopted.
to survey directly on the sand, e.g. by using a plate in order to prevent the pole tip from sinking, which could have been an important source of errors even if a hypothetical value for the sinking were taken into account. Furthermore, the check was used to validate the accuracy of the elevation model with respect to the real beach morphology. The results are shown in Figure 11, where both the mean and standard deviation values show the full compatibility with the NRTK method of surveying used to reference the model.

In addition, a cross section profile was reconstructed through GNSS NRTK in the last survey in order to further validate the use of a plate under the pole. Figure 12 shows the results of a comparison between this profile and its DEM extraction. With the exception of some outliers where the influence of vegetation was still present, the mean value of -1.2 cm for the difference between DEM (red line) and GNSS profiles (blue line) shows an accuracy comparable with the use of NRTK to provide the vertical datum.

4. MULTISPECTRAL LOW-COST SENSOR INTEGRATION

In remote sensing, near infrared (NIR) wavelengths are used to detect the health status of vegetation, typically through satellite images. Many different kinds of low-cost sensors are available to equip UAVs. They are mainly employed in the precision agriculture context, although many different applications can take advantage of their ability to detect NIR. The DJI Phantom 3 Professional used in almost every survey (except the first one) was equipped with the Sentera Single, a low-cost multispectral sensor. It is a very small camera with a 1.2 megapixel CMOS, global shutter, HFOV 60°, very low distortion optics and a weight of only 30 grams (Fig. 13). The Sentera Single sensor has a high-pass filter to exclude blue frequencies and then record NIR information in the blue channel. During each flight, the multispectral sensor was automatically set to acquire images: the only precaution needed was to plan flights taking account of the different field of view of this camera with respect to the RGB camera so as to avoid deficiencies in the texture on the RGNIR orthophotos. Once acquired, the RGNIR images were processed following the same steps as the RGB images, even though the final orthophoto was resampled to a wider GSD size (about 50 cm) because the multispectral survey was subsequently used only to recognize the different vegetation density in the dune system and not to analyze the health status of plants. A lower resolution can help to smooth outliers in the calculated NDVI index and provides more reliable data to describe the density distribution of the vegetation.

The use of the NIR information instead of the simple RGB data has shown how this complementary multispectral knowledge can be successfully exploited to analyze the vegetation distribution and density. This allows a better understanding of the relationship of the growth of various kinds of vegetation and the stage of development of dunes, even if a natural color high resolution orthophoto makes possible more precise mapping of different botanical species (at the expense of the longer time required).

Figure 14 shows an estimation obtained by calculating NDVI: green areas are characterized by vegetation, while yellow and red ones have poor or no vegetation.
5. RESULTS

After validation of the Digital Elevation Model (an example is shown in Fig. 15) generated for each survey, with validation values similar to those previously shown in Figure 11, a series of further information was extracted and then compared.

To monitor changes in the morphology, ten cross sections and three longitudinal sections were used to extract profiles. Figure 16 illustrates a typical profile analysis conducted on a cross section to evaluate the winter season effects: geologists recognized five different steps in the evolution of embryo dunes, numbered from 1 (very embryonic) to 5 (vegetation-stabilized embryo dunes).

A strength of aerial imagery by UAVs, with respect to traditional discrete and time-consuming methods of surveying based on the use of total stations or GNSS receivers in NRTK, is the possibility to make cross sections in any area of the model at any time, since the data is practically continuous. In addition, an elevation difference was computed for the whole extent of the overlapping between different surveys: in this way it was possible to compute a sediment budget through all the compared area extents, in a very simple manner. Figure 17 shows the elevation differences between the last and the first survey, respectively performed in November 2016 and November 2015. Red zones represent accumulation (positive sediment budget), while blue zones represent erosion (negative budget). Differences between the last model and all the previous ones were computed each time in order to have a sort of chronology of geomorphological evolution of the whole dune system.

A further analysis that could be performed with DEMs is an evaluation of marine water ingression through the aeolian channels. Figure 18 shows a very simple example of this kind of processing: blue zones represent areas reached by water at a given sea level. A more precise analysis should be conducted considering the full dynamics of the waves, but this is beyond the scope of the present paper.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The need for high spatial resolution to study crucial environments subjected to rapid morphological changes, such as complex dune systems in coastal environments, can be achieved with
a Structure from Motion approach using Unmanned Aerial Vehicles. This kind of technique combines the accuracy and resolution of laser scanning with very low costs, making it possible to repeat surveys in shorter time intervals. The Structure from Motion approach can be used to reconstruct three-dimensional geometry and it models both the cameras intrinsic parameters and lens distortion, allowing the use of different cameras if necessary. The bundle adjustment can take into account all nonlinearities, in such a way as to ensure the maximum final accuracy. Furthermore, the effect of vegetation on the reconstructed surface can be mitigated by the application of slope detection and statistical outliers filters in order to minimize the influence of these factors on the subsequent model comparisons. The use of Network Real Time Kinematic GNSS speeds up the survey of the GCPs needed to georeference dense clouds, DEMs and orthophotos, with accuracies comparable with the final precision achievable with the SfM approach. The workflow of the entire process is not very difficult, even though particular care should always be taken and validation through a comparison between data is crucial, in particular whenever interpolation algorithms are used. The commercial availability of simple UAVs and software implementing SfM should expand the use of these techniques, not only for coastal environments but wherever rapid acquisition is needed and high resolution must be achieved. Many types of applications can be found in both the scientific and technical literature. Further developments of the present case study should include the use of multispectral data to support filtering algorithms, since residual effects caused by vegetation are still recognizable in some areas of the models. In a more general context, the use of NRTK implemented directly on the UAVs would certainly speed up the survey, avoiding the necessity of ground control points. Instead, small LIDAR directly mounted on UAVs will be an interesting alternative technique. However, at present, photogrammetry still represents a technique able to achieve high spatial and temporal resolution at a truly affordable cost.
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